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Description

The company offers United States currency and coins as collectibles.  While they obtain the product

from the Department of Printing and Engraving, they are not a government agency, nor have any

government affiliation.  They also offer other general merchandise thru direct mailings and

advertisements.

THIS BUSINESS IS NOT BBB ACCREDITED

Additional Locations

Fax: (330) 244-3728

View Additional Phone Numbers

8000 Freedom Ave NW, North Canton, OH 44720

custserv@theworldreserve.com

http://www.TheWorldReserve.com

View Additional Web Addresses

World Reserve Monetary Exchange

! THERE IS AN ALERT ON WORLD RESERVE MONETARY

EXCHANGE !

On a scale of A+ to F

Reason for Rating

BBB Ratings System Overview

Share Print

BBB Accreditation

This business is not BBB accredited.

Businesses are under no obligation to seek BBB accreditation, and some businesses are not accredited

because they have not sought BBB accreditation.

To be accredited by BBB, a business must apply for accreditation and BBB must determine that the

business meets BBB accreditation standards, which include a commitment to make a good faith effort to

resolve any consumer complaints. BBB Accredited Businesses must pay a fee for accreditation

review/monitoring and for support of BBB services to the public.

Reason for Rating

BBB rating is based on 16 factors. Get the details about the factors considered.

Factors that lowered the rating for World Reserve Monetary Exchange include:

14 serious complaints filed against business

Advertising issue(s) found by BBB

Business has failed to resolve underlying cause(s) of a pattern of complaints

BBB is in the process of reviewing company file for serious complaints and advertising issues. 

Read complaint details

217 complaints closed with BBB in last 3 years | 75 closed in last 12 months

Customer Complaints Summary

Complaint Type Total Closed Complaints

Advertising/Sales Issues 114

Billing/Collection Issues 4

Delivery Issues 46

Guarantee/Warranty Issues 1

Problems with Product/Service 52

Total Closed Complaints 217

Additional Complaint Information

The BBB has received several complaints concerning the company's offering of "bag of over 100 US

Government coins which may include some dating back to the early 1900s".   

The company does provide their position response to any complaint brought to their attention by the

BBB, however some complaints that are currently pending may not yet be a part of the numbers listed

above.                                                                                     

On November 2, 2012, the BBB sent correspondence to Universal Syndications concerning the

advertising of "scarce coins."  Company responded November 14, 2012, showing they made a couple

different changes to their advertisements.  However, BBB files indicate that this business still has a

pattern of complaints concerning the number of rare/scarce coins contained in the bag since changes

have been made.  Consumers indicate the majority of coins contained in the bag are newer coins and

pennies.

As of May 2013, BBB continues to see a pattern of complaints of misrepresentation concerning the

number of rare/scarce coins received by consumer and has not resolved the underlying reason(s) for

the complaints.  

Read Complaints | Definitions | BBB Complaint Process | File a Complaint against World Reserve

Monetary Exchange 

See Trends in Complaints on World Reserve Monetary Exchange | View Complaints Summary by

Type Pie Chart on World Reserve Monetary Exchange

Read customer reviews

3 Customer Reviews on World Reserve Monetary Exchange

Customer Reviews Summary

Customer Experience Total Customer Reviews

Positive Experience 0

Neutral Experience 1

Negative Experience 2

Total Customer Reviews 3

Read Customer Reviews | Submit a Customer Review | See Trends in Customer Reviews on World

Reserve Monetary Exchange

Government Actions

BBB knows of no significant government actions involving World Reserve Monetary Exchange.

What government actions does BBB report on?

Advertising Review

The company has been the subject of many ad challenges in the past.  These ads appeared

in various newspapers across the country.  In all cases the company responded to,

modified, or discontinued any advertising concerns brought to their attention by the BBB.  

May 2012, ads in various newspapers across the country forwarded to the BBB are

still similar as previous advertisements.  These patterns give the BBB reason for concern,

and we feel that although the company has shown cooperation with BBB in the past, the

underlying causes of concern have not yet been resolved in their advertising. 

These concerns are as follows:

Sense of Urgency-In many of the company's advertisements, there seems to frequently be

some type of scarcity, or limited supply that seemingly would limit the availability of the

offer. The BBB has found on many occasions that this is not necessarily

accurate.  According to the company, these limitations are based on the company's own

limited stock, which is also based on their limited daily capacity and space for their own

inventory. The company notes that deadlines are strictly enforced to meet federal and state

guidelines, however we still find the urgency to be misleading.

Product Worth- In the BBB's evaluation we frequently found the company will highlight the

possible worth of their products, even implying it as an investment in some cases. The BBB

finds that some of the terms, comparisons and endorsements stated can mislead some

consumers into thinking that these coins are not only a good investment but something of

worth that they can pass down which in many cases is untrue. The company has

provided documentation which they feel supports their statement, however the BBB feels

the company's position of worth is overstated. 

Hidden Cost-In the company advertisement, the only way consumers seem to be able to

either receive the product for free or purchase it at a small fee seems to always be

contingent upon buying/purchasing the company's additional products. Although the

company does state this in their ad, some instances have shown it to be quite difficult to

conclude what it is that you're exactly getting. 

implied misinterpretation as to what is being offered appears to be purposeful in order to

mislead consumers.

Rarity-In many of the company's ads there seems to be implication that the product is

either exclusive or rare in some instances. In some cases the company compares it to a

product of rare equity that may suggest unrealistic value. The BBB finds this to be

misleading. 

The BBB Code of Advertising states a company can not advertise statements that are

untrue, misleading, deceptive, fraudulent, or falsely disparaging of competitors to sell their

products. An advertisement as a whole can still be misleading even though every sentence

separately is literally true.

September 7, 2012 the company responded and addressed the May 2012 advertising

challenge by modification of their ads. The Ohio BBBs' Ad Review committee found the

modification satisfactory. 

April 2014 and June 2014, newspaper ads have come to our attention regarding the

company's Vault Bags of coins over 100 years old. Reviewing the ad shows, despite the

company's previous commitment to refrain from using statements that are untrue,

misleading , deceptive, or fraudulent, the BBB continues to see the same type of

advertising concerns. 

BBB contacted the company on March 12, 2013 regarding their $2 uncut bill offer. Advertising concerned

use of the word "free.  Company states that the $2 bills are free, however BBB research reveals that

consumers will have to spend over $150 to receive the $2 bills; $114 for the product and $12.88 shipping

per portfolio. BBB felt the ad was confusing and, instead of highlighting the total cost of the product,

consumers have to calculate the total cost based on the language. The BBB finds this to be misleading

and deceptive and asks that the issue be addressed.  

The company also indicates that the uncut two dollars bills are valuable.  BBB asked the company to 

provide substantiation that verifies this claim.

As of April 3, 2013 the company provided a response indicating that the ad has been discontinued. The

BBB will continue to monitor the company.

What is BBB Advertising Review?

Additional Information

BBB file opened: January 16, 2003

Business started: 01/01/2003 in OH

Business started locally: 01/19/2005

Business incorporated: 12/10/2007 in OH

Type of Entity

Corporation

Business Management

Mr. Rodney L Napier, C.E.O.

Related Businesses

Universal Media Syndicate, Inc.

Heat Surge LLC

Arthur Middleton Capital Holdings

World Reserve Monetary Exchange

Universal Commerce LLC

Business Category

MAIL ORDER & CATALOG SHOPPING

INTERNET SHOPPING

COLLECTIBLES

Additional Information

Consumers may call Customer Service at 1-866-282-6587,

Mon-Fri 9AM to 5PM EST if needing assistance with a

merchandise order.

Universal Syndications Inc., also known as World Reserve

Monetary Exchange Inc. is also indicated in BBB files as an

affiliate of Arthur Middleton Capital Holdings Inc, Fridge Electric

LLC, Heat Surge LLC, PatentHealth LLC and Universal Media

Syndicate Inc.  Separate Business Reviews are available on

these companies.

The BBB asks that when reviewing an advertisement you read it

in its entirety and to not feel rushed to purchase due to

company deadlines without getting a full and complete

understanding of what is being offered. Even with limitations the

BBB recommends you request any information you will need

prior to purchase that will help you make an educated buying

decision.
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